Remote and Hybrid
Teaching & Learning Spaces
BUILT FOR EDUCATION

A NEW STUDENT EXPERIENCE
TO DRIVE LEARNING OUTCOMES

THE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

Before Covid-19, students had a shared
experience of coming to campus, regardless of
their course or personal circumstances.

Although clearly a digital technology solution,
this Teaching Wall has been specifically designed
to support the educational requirements of both
teachers and their students.

In the business world, many good knowledgebased jobs can be done successfully, if not
better, from home, with surveys and research
now predicting that continuing to work from
home, even if not full time, will continue
indefinitely.
In the world of education, there is now a
realisation that being on campus full-time is not
the most effective way for many students, and
we are now moving into a new normal where
students will expect their teaching to be
simultaneously provided in fully flexible ways
either on-campus or when based remotely;
hybrid learning will become just learning for HE
and FE students.

powered by:

Not only do new generations of students expect
to use connecting technology for their studies,
they now assume that real-time technology will
provide them with a ’being there’ experience
where they can be a fully active member of their
class, and sit amongst their peers even when
being on campus is not possible.
Supporting a pedagogy-first approach, this
Teaching Wall was specifically designed from
the ground up based on years of providing
educators with video solutions, and following
consultations with teachers and students.
Teaching WALL is powered by Vscene; the video
collaboration platform hosted on the Jisc high
speed Janet network in the UK.

If YOUR students would benefit from a shared being there immersive experience when
learning remotely, with a system built specifically for education, then please turn over…..

www.learnfromanywhere.co.uk

A FULLY-SCALABLE PART OF
YOUR DIGITAL-FIRST STRATEGY

HOW THIS TEACHING WALL
EXCELS

As institutions move into the next phase of
providing remote learning experiences that are
far superior and engaging for students than the
‘just getting by in an emergency’ experiences that
so many students have complained about,
developments such as this Teaching Wall will
lead the way.

Cost

A Sense of Belonging
The perception of online learning being an
isolated experience has been replaced by realtime engagement where the same empathy and
interpersonal skills are as important as being
physically in a classroom together.
“The ability to engage meaningfully over distance
and be an active and full participant of a class is
a gamechanger and far superior to logging on
alone and watching videos in isolation.”
An Immersive Experience
Just connecting is no longer enough!
Remote learning has evolved because the poor
experiences of ‘just getting by in an emergency’
have almost been consigned to the past.
Students can see each other and any teaching
materials clearly. Teachers have the space and
platform not afforded by a laptop webcam to
fully engage students with their subject
expertise and passion. They can continue to
teach as if their students were physically
present, and scaffold the advantages of a digital
platform as they focus on teaching and not on
technology.
To discuss evolving YOUR online teaching to be
a differentiator that will attract students and
compliment your on-campus learning, contact:
Duncan Peberdy
Digital Learning Spaces Consultant
e: duncan@learnfromanywhere.co.uk
m: 07887 628567
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With eight large 65” displays that bring students
into the room so you can see their body
language and gauge their engagement, with a
professional AI-powered PTZ camera that
automatically tracks the teacher, and the latest
microphone technology that doesn’t need
clipping to a lapel or hand holding, expect to pay
around £30,0001 for this Teaching Wall, fully
installed.

“If it’s so much better value than other virtual
classrooms, then it must be inferior?”
Nothing could be farther from the truth. The
Teaching Wall is software-based and designed
with fresh thinking and innovations that don’t
require expensive AV distribution hardware.
Specifications:
Here’s what we can do. Can other systems offer
YOU so much value and student engagement?


High Quality 4K Video @ 60fps



Near-zero video & audio latency



Multiple camera inputs for teacher view,
class view and whiteboard view



Join from a browser; no software to install



Full timetable scheduler



Assistants and Learning Technologists
can schedule classes for teachers



10 Minute SLA support for any in-call
technical problems



Teaching WALL is powered by Vscene;
the video platform hosted on the Jisc
high speed Janet network in the UK.



No storage costs for recordings in UK
Datacentres with GDPR and ISO:27001



Education and Government clients only



VLE/LMS integration
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Full site-survey required

